
SOLUTIONS CENTER
Lead the way to innovation through transformation.

	 Are you leading on the pathway to 
success in value-based healthcare? 

	 How are you advancing transformation—
evolving payment and practices to attain 
high performance?

	Where do you go for trusted solutions 
to optimize operations and revenue 
through performance incentives and 
shared savings? 

HealthTeamWorks® 
Solutions Center

FOUNDING SPONSOR OPPORTUNITY

HealthTeamWorks 
(303) 446-7200 | www.healthteamworks.org

Ditch the detours. Plot a sure path to 
financial stability and success. Lead with 
solutions and guidance from the experts 
in healthcare transformation.

Whether you’re focused on healthcare 
transformation in a region, across  
the country or around the world, the 
Solutions Center is your path to learn, 
collaborate and lead. 

Let’s start the 
conversation.
Kristen Stine, MSOD

 solutions@healthteamworks.org 
(303) 446-7200

Tap into hundreds of best-in-class tools and resources 
for healthcare transformation.

Engage stakeholders. Convene and moderate 
your branded learning community.

Position your organization as a pacesetter and 
authoritative voice.

  Learn
Collaborate
       Lead



HealthTeamWorks Solutions Center 2018-2019 Features

HealthTeamWorks’ Solutions Center is a collaborative community and pathway for your organization, 
members, clients or trading partners to lead through learning. Your $10,000 Founding Sponsor investment 
entitles you to contribute to Solutions Center’s thought leadership and mobilize your own network in the 
Library, School and Office.

Tap into hundreds of proven how-to tools, 
guides, and virtual learning resources.

Add your own resources to a single online 
platform where your stakeholders can  
collaborate and innovate. “Favorite” materials 
for easy access.

Define roundtable topics and add your own 
subject matter experts to national thought 
leadership panels. 

Expand your organization’s training capacity 
with online learning offered in multiple  
modalities to support varied learning styles.  
You define learning paths to train your designat-
ed workforce, using our resources plus  
components you add for customized learning.

Collaborate with a focused, active learning 
community in healthcare finance and delivery.

Convene your community to work smarter in a 
networked learning environment where you can 
develop innovative tools, workflows, templates, 
interventions and transformation initiatives.

Become a member today.
Kristen Stine, MSOD 

solutions@healthteamworks.org 
(303) 446-7200

Library
 z On-demand guides, tools, reports, case studies, 

templates, videos, podcasts, samples, and 
white papers. Topics:
y Advanced Primary Care
y Business Operations
y Data Analytics
y Financial Performance
y NCQA Recognition
y Quality Improvement 
y Technology Optimization

School
 z Live virtual expert panels, interactive roundtables, 

learning labs, and industry updates.

z On-demand courses and learning paths. Topics 

y Risk Stratifying High-Risk Patients
y Engaging Patients in Self-Management
     Support 
y Addressing Resistance to Change

Office
 z Virtual collaborative networks that match 

your interests
 z Document sharing
 z Outcomes documentation
 z Peer discussion forums
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